Spin waves in the collective electron model of ferromagnetism are derived in a completely similar manner to that adopted in deriving exciton waves in insulators. The internal motion of an electron-hole pair forming the spin wave with a long wavelength is shown to be localized in the ordinary space. The frequency of the spin wave with long wavelength coincides with the result obtained by K. Y osida and T. Kasuya in the case where all electron spins are pointed toward the same direction in the ground state. It is concluded generally that spin waves break down unless there is a sufficiently large difference between the number of the electrons with up spin and the number of those with down spin.
In the many-electron theory developed by Tomonaga/) Bohm-Pines,2) and Sawada 3 ) one has neglected the fact that the energy bands of electrons are degenerate. In this case one obtains only the oscillating states of sound waves as the bound states of an electron-hole pair. In this and forthcoming papers we will point out possibilities of obtaining other kinds of collective oscillations in the many-electron system for which the degeneracies of the energy bands of electrons are important.
In this first paper we consider the spin-degeneracy which leads to the possibility of obtaining spin waves. Although the concept of spin waves has already been well established,4 l -8 l our treatment will be instructive for our later development of introducing new collective waves. Further, it will clearly show in a band theoretical language that the cause of the spin waves is identical with that of excitons in insulators. Here we adopt Stoner's modePl of ferromagneti~m in which the energy band of the a-electrons (i.e. electrons with a spin) is taken to be different from that of the j'1-electrons because of the exchange interaction between electrons. This idea may be formulated mathematically as below.
vVe start from the Hamil toni an 1-1= ;::.:tE (k) n,..", 1 .2J J (k) ,0,. (1-1;, k 21r::fO (1) where n"" and (fl.-are given respectively by Present address: Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Tokyo University, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo.
and akO" being the destruction operator for the electron with wave vector k and spin 0".
In the above, J (l~) is the Fourier coefficient of the interaction potential between two electrons. In the interaction part of Hamiltonian (1), we turn our attention to the term This may be written as
(/)0 being the state vector of the real vacuum, the interaction terms which can give contributions are limited to those given by (2). In the above, (2:) 3~~_~7kji'<T3=N, (4) IV being the total number of electrons. \Ve will determine kpcr by the following requirements: \Ve minimize «(j)lfII(j) in the framework of the trial function (3) in which k pcr is the variational parameter restricted by condition (4). Here we consider the case k Fa < l?F(3 which is illustrated by Fig. 1 . Thus we give up fulfilling the requirement that (j) corresponding to the ferromagnetic ground state should satisfy the exact spin multiplicity.
It might be impossible to obtain such a ferromagnetic ground state as given above in the single band model adopted here, if we take into account the correlation effect or the screening effect of our electron assembly. Indeed, several authors 10 ), 11) assert that this screening effect is strong enough to prevent the appearance of the ferromagnetism. Although we cannot accept their assertion wi thout doubt because they have treated the correlation effect under certain approximations leading to a stronger screening than the actual one, the disappearance of the ferromagnetism in the single band model might be inevitable because of the following reason. (1) The loss of the kinetic energy in converting the paramagnetic configuration to the ferromagnetic one. (2) Between two electrons there is the short-range correlation in BruecknerBetl'le's sense which weakens the effect of the Pauli principle. (3) The loss of the long-range correlation energy due to the .decrease of the screening effect: In the ferromagnetic configuration the screening effect is weaker than that in the paramagnetic one, since in the former the polarizability of the electron medium is weaker than the latter. Further, it is generally accepted that the electron assembly will form a lattice when rs is sufficiently large. In this case also the Stoner Model will break down. ,?Ve will not enter into these problems in more detail, because in this paper we consider a fictitious system for which the Stoner Model prevails, assuming an appropriate E (Ii) and an appropriate J (k).
Now, introducing the notation
and neglecting a constant, we rewrite c:~) as follows:
The second term of the right side of the above equation is merely a constant and is omitted in our discussions because we are now concerning with excitation energies. The last term may be neglected because we here consider the excitations of onepair states. Then we may write Hamiltonian (1) as follows:
If we neglect H', we obtain the continuum of excitation energies of one-palr states as shown in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . The one-pair states may be classified into three groups. One of them is composed of the one-pair states given by a-electrons and a-holes and those given by j9-electrons and i1-holes (cL Fig. 2 ). The second group is composed of the one-pair states given by /i-electrons and aholes (d. Fig. 3 ). In this group one can never find the pair states whose wave vectors are smaller than (1' :]</3 -kF'a) in absolute values, as shown in Fig. 3 . The third group is composed of the pair states given by a-electrons and ,9-holes (d. Fig. 4 ). Note that these groups are completely separated in determining the one-pair states by means of New Tamm-Dancoff's Approximation. In order to study spin waves with long wavelengths, we here consider only the third group, because the first group gives merely plasma oscillations as the bound states of the electron-hole pair and the second group can never give any long wavelength oscillations. If we neglect !-I', we get energy gaps In the excitation energIes of the onepair states belonging to the third group as shown in Fig. 4 . However, if we take H' into account, we obtain bound states of these pairs just as in the case of exciton states in insulators because of the attractive interactions between the electrons and the holes. Hereafter we will study these bound states whose excitation energies are lying in the energy gap mentioned above.
Denoting the space orbital corresponding to the operator a", by so,.. 
Then the distribution amplitude of a pair state Ifln describing the electron-hole pair is given by where (/J is gIVen by (3) and other notations are standard. As shown by GellMann and Low/ 2 ) (9) for the pair state with wave vector q. In the above, For the bound state qlq, we get
which was derived by Gell-Mann and LOW 12 ) from Bethe-Salpeter's equation for two-body Green Function describing our pair:
In the above, r, the interaction function,I2) is given by the sum of all diagrams which cannot be decomposed into simpler diagrams connected by one ¢ and one ¢ line, and Substituting this in Eq. (10) and using (9) or we obtain 
It should be noted that f~1 (p) has non-vanishing value only if p satisfies the following condition:
Eq. (12) tells thatw (q) is pushed down from the continuum by a finite distance if fl (p) has no node in momentum space and is a smooth function of p in the region given by (14) . This is certainly satisfied when I q I is small as compared with (kF'(3-kF'a)' If Iql is comparable with (kF'(3-kF'a) , on the other hand, fq (p) would not be a smooth function of p, unless the bottom of the a-band is extremely higher than the Fermi energy, and would be overwhelmingly large for values of p in the neighborhood of P R corresponding to the bottom of the continuum.
Even in this case w (q) might certainly be separated from the continuum by a finite distance, if J (l) had sufficiently strong singularity at 1=0. Thus there arises the possibility that 'w (q) becomes negative for comparable values of Iql with (kF'fj-/:ZFa) if we assume an incomplete ferromagnetic configuration (corresponding to the case kFaCo.,O, d. Fig. 4. 1 or Fig. 4. 2) as well as
The appearance of such an unstable spin wave would be deeply connected with the fact that we cannot obtain an incomplete ferromagnetic configuration with a lower energy than the energy given by the complete ferromagnetic configuration (corresponding to the case 1:Z]1'a=O) if we assume an electron gas model and adopt the Hartree-Fock approximation. Iii) Hereafter we will examine the solution of Eq. (12) for sufficiently small values of I q I as compared with (k p(:J-l:Zpa). Now, substituting (6) into (12), we obtain
The second term in the last expression does not appear unless I q I IS larger than
(k F(:J -k Fa)
. Therefore, we get
,."
Tn the above, the notation § in the summation 2= § means that k' should satisfy the ,,! following condition;
In the special case of "~)'i'a =0, i.e. all electron spins are pointed toward the same direction, Eq. (15) where we have assumed that E(l~) =n2k2/2m, m being the effective mass of our band.
Now the domain of 1£ in the summation ' 2.=i § is the dotted part in Fig. 4 and k should be deformed into another domain if we take another value of q. As we have assumed that
and are now concerned with the lowest order term of LV with respect to q, we sometimes approximate the domain by the shadowed part in Fig. 6 , or we sometimes replace ::;S § by
Further, we will use the following notation:
Now, If) (k) can have non-vanishing values only in the dotted regIOn In Fig. 6 , while ~l (k) vanishes discontinuously when k passes through the boundary of this region. In order to obtain a more compact expression of (16) , we define a func-tion fq (k) as follows:
{ == fq (k) at points in the dotted regIOn ( §).
fq (k)
== defined by means of the analytical continuation from the above function at points outside the above region.
Then (16) may be expressed as
Further we may adopt the following expansion used by K. Yosida and T. Kasuya,8)
Thus, if w is expanded in powers of q, the zeroth term must vanish, l.e.
Accordingly, we get from Eq. (15) b
From this equation we obtain the conclusion that fO (k) is independent of k. This conclusion together with the following fact,
where kz is the z-component of the vector Ii, the z-axis being taken in the direction of the vector q. As "'.;2*k z =qJV a , the second term of the right-hand side of (16") becomes
.o-is the number of (J-electrons. Thus we obtain
W='W(2) .q2+0(q3),
'LV (2) = _ fi2_ ( J.-rv'/3 '+1!a_) + _ fi2 (_____1_) bll~?,cp (Ii) . (17) 2m N(3-Na III N(3-.J.V a k
T. !zuyama
In the above, <p (k) == fl (k) /fo is determined by the following equation:
which is derived from Eq. (15) . Then the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (17) becomes Note that the above expression is always negative provided that J (k) > O. Therefore, from Eq. (17) it is concluded that cO (2) should have the following form,
if we assume J (k) = V-I (47ie Since the screening effect grows stronger as rs increases, <p (k) given by (17) becomes larger as rs increases. Then C should also become larger. Thus we can never obtain stable spin waves if we adopt a very strongly screened interaction.) Now, Eq. (18) can be expressed as
where
,.., Substituting (IS,o) into (17), we get ( ,1,;9;
..
Hereafter we will investigate w (2) in the limiting case of N a--,?J.Vj3' VVe here introduce the following small (positive) number, E== (l?11'j3-k ra / 1::11' ) or const X (Nj3-1V a / N) ,
. It is easily shown that w (2)/ remains finite as E~O, because
In the above, we have used the following facts: 
(IS")
where the surface integral is performed over the argument x. Omitting 0 ( E), we obtain the solution of (18")
In the above, k is taken to be on the surface So. On this surface we consider a great circle passing through the point If and the z-axis (d. Fig. 7 ). Referring to Fig, 7 , we obtain In the above, we have used the following relations:
d'lJ ~_L = cos tJ, u = 'lj cos f).
ds Further, we obtain
In the above, we have used
as well as Eq. (21)" Substituting (20) and (22) to our ground state. In this respect spin waves are different from exciton waves in insulators. In other respects both kinds of waves are much alike in character. For example, the propagation of the spin polarization corresponds to the propagation of the orbital polarization. Further, the internal motion of our electron-hole pair forming a spin wave with a long wavelength is localized in a finite region. This is analogous to the localized character of the internal motion of the electronhole pair forming an exciton wave in an insulator. The internal motion in our case is described by fq (x). This is given by (13) or where !Yq(x) /:::=::1. Therefore j~,(x) can be normalized and accordingly we see that the electron-hole pair of the spin wave is bounded literally. * Such a localized character of the internal motion leads to a spin polarization in a localized region and would be essential to a classical image of a spin wave. If the internal motion were infinitely spread over the whole space as in the case of scattering states, we would merely obtain a nearly uniform decrease of the po-spin density throughout the whole space. In our treatment we have not specified the fonn of J (k). This may be regarded as a Fourier coefficient of an effective interaction discussed by Hubbard 16 ) and others. In our treatment, however, the retardation' effect of the effective interaction is not taken into consideration. The results obtained here in the ladder approximation can be reproduced by a technique 
Z Substituting (26) into (27) and using (24) and (25), we obtain Eq. (12) . However, the internal motion of our pair would not be defined unambiguously in the TammDancoff method. This is the reason why we have adopted 
